IT VISIBILITY SOLUTION BRIEF

Complete Visibility Across
Your IT Organization
Make sure you see everything you need to see
Is obsolete software
putting us at risk?
Which applications are near
end of service life (EOSL)?
What categories have
the best opportunities
for modernization?

Are our critical
apps outdated?
How do I control
version sprawl?
Which apps can we
replace with better
alternatives?

Sound business decisions need
data that’s consistent, complete,
accurate and up to date

accurate view of software, hardware, SaaS and
cloud resources. Lack of clarity into IT data impedes
business initiatives. Leaders need to know:

Today, every business is a technology business.
IT leaders need clear visibility into the data and
infrastructure supporting their organizations.
CIOs, CFOs and IT leaders are continually
challenged to deliver more value for every
technology dollar invested. But the IT estate is
siloed and asset data has a variety of stakeholders.
IT asset inventory gaps are common, and usage
context is needed. Getting the organization to
speak a common language can be a big challenge.

• When will my applications no longer be supported?

Bad data leads to bad decisions

• Am I using outdated versions of integral applications?
• Am I at risk due to obsolete software?
• Am I at risk due to security risks/vulnerabilities?
• What applications can be rationalized in favor of
better alternatives?
• How can I control version sprawl of applications
to minimize variance, reduce risk and improve
support’s efficiency?

When asset data isn’t clear and reliable, answers
can be hard to find, putting the organization at risk.

A complex and dynamic tech landscape can’t
be effectively managed without a complete and
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Gain a single, enriched source of truth for your inventory
Flexera’s IT Visibility solution delivers the most comprehensive and clear view of your
IT estate. You can leverage only what you can see and with IT Visibility, you’ll see assets
across your entire tech landscape, collect the right data, and keep it current, curated and
enhanced. With the right tool and the right partner, you can gain the visibility you need
to reduce manual efforts, enabling you to focus more on strategy while meeting the
challenges of the changing business environment.

Flexera IT Visibility helps you gain insight into your application and hardware portfolio.
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Flexera delivers the most current, complete view of your IT estate
IT VISIBILITY
Discovery and normalization
Gain consistent, reliable data and take
control of assets to draw valuable
insights across software and hardware.

Data enrichment

Unified data visualization

Enhance your IT inventory with market
data that improves your decisionmaking abilities—via Technopedia,
the most trusted and comprehensive
source of hardware and software asset
information in the world.

Simplify the view of your environment
with clear understanding, plus analytics
that provide context for business
initiatives spanning your entire IT estate.

Flexera IT Visibility solution in detail
KEY FEATURES

FLEXERA DIFFERENCE

Discovery and
normalization

Top-down visualization of IT assets—including hardware software, open source,
SaaS and cloud resources—and operating systems to draw insightful direction.
Clean and consistent data across the IT estate, from third-party discovery tools
to Flexera’s proprietary discovery and inventory capabilities, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Microsoft System Center Configuration Manager (SCCM)
ServiceNow Discovery
FlexNet Manager Suite (FNMS)
RISC Foundations Appliance (RN150)
SolarWinds Orion
JAMF Casper
HCL BigFix Platform (formerly IBM Tivoli Endpoint Manager)
HP Universal Discovery (HPUD)
BMC Atrium Discovery and Dependency Mapping (ADDM)

Plus the possibility to add others via custom extension integrated with
more than 30 other data sources.
Data enrichment and
contextualization

Leveraging Flexera’s Technopedia, enhance your data with intelligence that helps
drive business initiatives:
• Lifecycle data (end of service and support) for software and hardware
• Focused organizational data for department/organization, location, cost center,
domain/host name and users
• Export normalized data with enriched lifecycle information
• Forecast EOSL issues and avoid security gaps
• Business services contextualization: singular business services view of
the application portfolio and associated dependencies

Integration
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Improve your CMDB and get the most out of your data and your current IT service
management providers with direct ServiceNow and BMC Remedy integrations;
populate with enriched, normalized content for added clarity and insights.
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KEY FEATURES (CONT.)

FLEXERA DIFFERENCE (CONT.)

Unified data
visibility
and reporting

See an overview of your IT environment at a glance with dynamic charting and
a simple, powerful user interface for hardware and software assets:

Pre-built,
persona-driven
insights

Intuitive visualization options for EA, InfoSecurity and ITSM professionals.
Dive into graphs and displays to take a closer look at the underlying data.

• Total counts of manufacturers, products, versions and categories installed
• Data visualization for insights into EOSL position and rationalization
opportunities across versions, categories and manufacturers

INSIGHTS INCLUDE:
Total installs
Understand and explore your
application portfolio.

Top manufacturers
View top manufacturers to
understand partner possibilities.

Version and category sprawl
Understand and rationalize version and
category sprawl to reduce licensing costs
and simplify your environment.

Lifecycle position
View upcoming EOSL software releases and
make updates, retire software or migrate to
mitigate vulnerabilities and support costs.

Data export
Download your enriched, normalized data in a CSV format to get additional
value and leverage in business intelligence systems.

Seeing leads to succeeding
The impact of technology on your business will continue to grow. The key
to optimizing and leveraging it to maximum advantage is to maintain control,
which calls for a level of asset vision only the Flexera IT Visibility solution
can deliver. Let’s start a conversation today.

NEXT STEPS

ABOUT FLEXERA

Learn more about
how our IT Visibility
solution can help you

Flexera delivers IT management solutions that enable enterprises to
accelerate and multiply the return on their technology investments.
We help organizations inform their IT with total visibility into their
complex hybrid ecosystems, providing the IT insights that fuel betterinformed decisions. And we help them transform their IT with tools
that allow IT leaders to rightsize across all platforms, reallocate spend,
reduce risk and chart the most effective path to the cloud.

CONTACT US

Our category-leading technology value optimization solutions are
delivered by more than 1,300 passionate team members helping more
than 50,000 customers achieve their business outcomes. To learn
more, visit flexera.com
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